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N E U R O S C I E N C E

The essential role of recurrent processing for 
figure-ground perception in mice
Lisa Kirchberger1†, Sreedeep Mukherjee1†, Ulf H. Schnabel1†, Enny H. van Beest1†, 
Areg Barsegyan1, Christiaan N. Levelt2,3, J. Alexander Heimel4, Jeannette A. M. Lorteije5, 
Chris van der Togt1, Matthew W. Self1‡, Pieter R. Roelfsema1,6,7*‡

The segregation of figures from the background is an important step in visual perception. In primary visual cortex, 
figures evoke stronger activity than backgrounds during a delayed phase of the neuronal responses, but it is 
unknown how this figure-ground modulation (FGM) arises and whether it is necessary for perception. Here, we 
show, using optogenetic silencing in mice, that the delayed V1 response phase is necessary for figure-ground 
segregation. Neurons in higher visual areas also exhibit FGM and optogenetic silencing of higher areas reduced 
FGM in V1. In V1, figures elicited higher activity of vasoactive intestinal peptide–expressing (VIP) interneurons 
than the background, whereas figures suppressed somatostatin-positive interneurons, resulting in an increased 
activation of pyramidal cells. Optogenetic silencing of VIP neurons reduced FGM in V1, indicating that disinhibitory 
circuits contribute to FGM. Our results provide insight into how lower and higher areas of the visual cortex in-
teract to shape visual perception.

INTRODUCTION
Neurons at early processing levels of the visual system initially ana-
lyze the visual scene in a fragmented manner. They carry out a local 
analysis of the image elements in their small receptive fields (RFs) 
and feed the visual information forward to higher visual areas 
(HVAs). Neurons in HVAs have larger RFs and integrate informa-
tion to represent increasingly abstract features of the visual scene, 
including object category and identity (1, 2). However, there are 
many images for which the analysis is not complete when informa-
tion has reached the HVAs (3). It has been hypothesized that these 
images require the recirculation of activity back to lower areas 
through recurrent connections, which include feedback connec-
tions from higher to lower visual areas and horizontal connections 
between neurons within the same cortical area. These recurrent 
routes are associated with additional synaptic and conduction de-
lays, so that the recurrent influences usually are not expressed when 
visual cortical neurons are initially activated by the stimulus but 
during a later phase of their response (4).

One of the proposed roles for recurrent processing is that it sup-
ports perceptual organization, the process that groups image ele-
ments of behaviorally relevant objects and segregates them from 
other objects and the background (5). An advantage of recurrent 
processing for perceptual organization is that neurons in low-level 
visual cortical areas have small RFs so that they represent the 

segmentation results at a high spatial resolution. Figure 1A illus-
trates a few example figure-ground images that induce perceptual 
organization; a subset of the image elements forms a figure, which 
is segregated from the background. Studies in monkeys demon-
strated that neuronal responses in the primary visual cortex (area 
V1) that are elicited by figures are stronger than those elicited by 
background regions, even if the image elements in the RF are the 
same (compare the RF for stimulus 1 versus 2 and 3 versus 4 in 
Fig. 1B) (4, 6–8). This relative enhancement of neural activity on 
figures is known as figure-ground modulation (FGM). FGM has 
been measured with functional magnetic resonance imaging and 
electroencephalography in the visual cortex of human participants 
(9), and a study in a human subject documented that image ele-
ments of a figure also elicit stronger spiking activity than back-
ground elements in low-level areas of the visual cortex (10).

FGM is a contextual effect (it originates from outside the neu-
rons’ RFs) that occurs later than the initial response elicited by stim-
ulus onset, suggesting that it represents a recurrent influence on the 
neuronal response, which originates from HVAs (4, 11). In accor-
dance with an important role of feed back connections, FGM in V1 
is stronger when a monkey pays attention to a figure (12) or if it 
enters into the subject’s awareness (13). However, direct evidence 
for a causal role of feedback connections in FGM has been lacking. 
Specifically, it is unknown whether FGM is just an epiphenomenon 
of processing in HVAs that feed back to V1 or if the delayed V1 re-
sponse phase is necessary for perception. Hence, three of our aims 
are to test whether the late V1 response is necessary for figure- 
ground perception, whether FGM occurs in HVAs, and whether 
HVAs are the source of FGM in V1.

A fourth aim was to gain insight into the roles of interneurons in 
figure-ground segregation. A previous study proposed that the ac-
tivity of somatostatin (SOM)–expressing inhibitory neurons (SOM 
neurons) is a candidate mechanism for background suppression 
(14). SOM neurons inhibit the dendrites of pyramidal neurons and 
might detect homogeneous image regions that are likely to be part 
of the background. Another study (15) suggested a mechanism by 
which feedback connections could increase the activity for relevant 
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representations in lower areas via vasoactive intestinal peptide– 
positive neurons (VIP neurons). VIP neurons are interneurons that 
inhibit SOM cells, and they thereby disinhibit the cortical column 
(16–18). However, the activity of interneurons elicited by figure- 
ground stimuli and their involvement in generating FGM in V1 
remain to be demonstrated.

Previous studies in freely moving mice demonstrated that mice 
can perceive figures that differ from the background in orientation 
or phase (top right and bottom left in Fig. 1A) (19, 20). To address 
our questions, we developed a figure-ground paradigm for head-
fixed mice, to have sufficient control over the stimulus position rel-
ative to the mouse and simultaneously measure brain activity. 
Furthermore, we tested the generality of figure-ground perception 
by also including stimuli where the figure differed from the back-
ground in texture (bottom right in Fig. 1A), similar to those used in 
previous monkey studies (6).

We report that HVAs are crucial for the generation of FGM in 
V1 and that figure-ground perception fails if the late V1 response 
phase is inhibited. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that fig-
ures enhance VIP cell activity and suppress the activity of SOM 
cells. We report that VIP neurons cause disinhibition, which is 
more pronounced at the figure location so that optogenetic sup-
pression of VIP cell activity reduces FGM. These insights into the 
neuronal mechanisms for figure-ground perception are likely to 
generalize to other cases in which the neuronal representations of 
simple features in lower brain areas and more abstract features in 
higher brain areas need to interact with each other during perception.

RESULTS
Mice can segregate figures from the background using 
various cues
We trained head-restrained mice to report whether a circular grat-
ing (0.075 cycles/deg) or texture pattern was positioned on the left 
or right side of a display by licking one of two spouts (Fig. 1, A and B). 
We rewarded correct choices with a drop of liquid reward. In the 
initial training phase, mice learned to report the location of figures 
on a gray background. We then gradually increased the contrast of 

the background grating until it equaled the contrast of the figure 
grating, and the only remaining difference was orientation or phase. 
Mice reached an accuracy of 90 ± 7% (mean ± SD; N = 10 mice) in 
the task with a gray background, 72 ± 6% (N = 13 mice) if the figure 
differed in orientation from the background, and 70 ± 3% if it dif-
fered in phase (N = 6 mice) (Fig. 1C). The accuracy of the mice was 
significantly above chance level (ps < 0.001 for all mice and tasks, 
Bonferroni-corrected one-sided binomial test; table S1). To test 
generalization, we presented a new figure-ground stimulus with 
orthogonally oriented textures (Fig. 1A, bottom right) and observed 
immediate generalization with an average accuracy of 65  ±  2% 
(N  =  3 mice, ps  <  0.001 for all mice). The demonstration that 
head-restrained mice can report figure-ground structure elicited by 
various cues implies that the many powerful methods available to 
measure and change neuronal activity in this species can be used to 
study the neuronal mechanisms of perceptual organization.

FGM in V1 is evoked by various visual cues
To examine V1 activity elicited by these different figure-ground 
stimuli, we recorded multiunit activity (MUA) with multichannel 
silicon probes (N = 198 recording sites in 13 electrode penetrations 
in six awake mice, passively viewing the stimuli). For the figure- 
ground stimuli, we ensured that the stimulus in the RF was identical 
in the figure and ground conditions (Figs. 1B and 2A), so that activ-
ity differences could only be caused by contextual information from 
stimulus regions outside the classical RF. For comparison, we also 
presented contrast stimuli (Fig. 1A, top left) where the RF either fell 
on a grating or the gray background. We quantified FGM for indi-
vidual recording sites with the d-prime, a measure of reliability of 
the difference between the figure and ground response on single 
trials (time window, 100 to 500 ms after stimulus onset). Activity 
elicited by orientation, phase, and texture-defined figures was stronger 
than that elicited by backgrounds, despite the sensory stimulus in 
the RF being identical (Fig. 2B; figure S1 shows responses of exam-
ple recording sites). We used linear mixed-effects models (see 
Materials and Methods) to account for the fact that recording sites 
from the same penetration typically have higher correlations than 
those from different penetrations (21) and observed significant 

Fig. 1. Mice segregate different types of figures from a background. (A) Stimuli that induce figure-ground perception. The stimulus either contained a grating that 
differed from the background in orientation (top right) or phase (bottom left). For comparison, we presented a circular grating on a gray background (“contrast,” top left) 
that did not require figure-ground segregation. We also presented a texture stimulus with an orientation difference between figure and ground (bottom right). (B) The 
mice reported the figure location by licking a spout on the corresponding side. The image elements falling in the RF (green circles) were identical in the figure and back-
ground conditions so that differences in neuronal activity could only be caused by the context determined by stimulus regions outside the RF. (C) Average accuracy of 
the mice during all recording sessions included in this study. Error bars, SD across mice. The number of mice per task is indicated within each bar. Accuracies of individual 
mice are presented in table S1.
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Fig. 2. Figure-ground perception relies on late V1 activity. (A) Silicon probe recordings in V1 and an example RF determined with a mapping stimulus (see Materials 
and Methods). White continuous circle, estimated RF boundary. Dashed circle, figure location. (B) Average MUA response elicited by a contrast-defined figure and the 
figure-ground stimuli (198 recording sites in 6 mice). Bottom: The difference in activity elicited by figure and ground (FGM) (visually driven response for the contrast 
stimulus) and a curve that was fitted to determine FGM latency (visual response latency for the contrast stimulus; see Materials and Methods). The black vertical lines 
illustrate the V1 processing time required for half-maximal accuracy [from (D) and (E)]. (C) We optogenetically inhibited V1 activity in both hemispheres at different delays 
after stimulus appearance using blue laser light. The mice reported figure location after 200 ms by licking. (D) V1 processing time necessary to reach half-maximal 
perform ance in the contrast detection task (green) and for orientation-defined (red) and phase-defined (blue) figure-ground stimuli. Symbols show data from individual 
mice, and the horizontal lines show the average latencies. Error bars, SEM determined by bootstrapping. (E) Accuracy of five mice in the tasks, as function of the onset 
time of optogenetic V1 silencing. The data points on the right of the graphs are the accuracies on trials without silencing. The data of individual mice are shown as gray/
black symbols [same symbols per mouse as in (D)] and curves are fits of logistic functions. Colored curves, fits to the average accuracy across mice. The inflection point of 
the curve was taken as measure of latency (the 95% confidence interval is shown above the abscissa). Asterisks above or to the right of the plots indicate when the accu-
racy of the individual mice was above chance level (*P < 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected binomial test).
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FGM for the three types of figure-ground stimuli (all ps < 0.001). 
The average d-prime was 1.65 for the contrast stimulus (indexing 
the reliability of the visual response), and it was 0.44, 0.22, and 0.24 
for the orientation-defined, phase-defined, and texture stimuli, re-
spectively (indexing FGM). FGM was stronger for orientation- 
defined figures than for figures with a phase or texture difference 
(ps < 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected post hoc t tests). To determine 
FGM latency, we subtracted V1 activity elicited by the background 
from that elicited by the figure and fitted a curve to the response 
difference (bottom in Fig. 2B; see Materials and Methods). We mea-
sured a visual response latency of 43 ms with the contrast-defined 
stimulus. FGM latencies for all figure-ground stimuli were delayed 
relative to the visual response latency and only occurred during a 
later processing phase (all ps < 0.001, bootstrap test). The latency of 
FGM for orientation defined figure-ground stimuli was 75 ms. 
Latencies for the phase-defined (91 ms) and texture figure-ground 
stimuli (92 ms) were, in turn, longer than for the orientation- 
defined figure-ground stimulus (both ps ≤ 0.001, bootstrap test). 
We also measured FGM in V1 of four mice performing the figure 
detection task (fig. S2). The strength of FGM on correct trials was 
similar to that during passive viewing and even to that on error trials.

Late V1 activity is necessary for figure-ground segregation
FGM in V1 occurs during the late, sustained processing phase. To 
determine whether late V1 activity is necessary for figure-ground 
perception, we inhibited V1 neurons at different latencies while 
mice were performing the figure-ground segregation and contrast 
detection task. We expressed the inhibitory opsin GtACR2, a light- 
activated chloride channel (22), bilaterally in V1 pyramidal neurons 
in five mice. Blue light quickly and reliably inhibited the neuronal 
activity across all cortical layers (fig. S3, G to I). We determined how 
long V1 activity was essential for reliable performance, by varying 
the onset latency of optogenetic inhibition across trials (Fig.  2C) 
(23). Once V1 activity was inhibited at a given latency, the blue light 
remained on until the end of the trial. In the contrast detection task, 
silencing from 33 ms after stimulus onset onward, which abolished 
the entire V1 response, reduced the accuracy of the mice (Fig. 2E) 
(Bonferroni-corrected one-sided binomial test, P < 0.05 in each 
mouse). In most animals, accuracy remained above chance level, 
which suggests that a relatively low accuracy in the contrast detec-
tion task can be maintained by brain regions outside V1, although 
we cannot exclude the possibility that V1 silencing was incomplete 
in some of the mice. The accuracy quickly recovered when we post-
poned optogenetic silencing until after the visually driven V1 re-
sponse, reaching its half-maximal value after 62 ms (95% confidence 
interval, 58 to 67 ms) (Fig. 2, D and E). In the orientation-defined 
figure-ground task, silencing of V1 reduced the accuracy to chance 
level, and it only recovered to its half-maximal value when V1 si-
lencing was postponed to 101 ms (95% confidence interval, 97 to 
106 ms). The required processing time was even longer (141 ms) if 
the figure was defined by a phase difference (95% confidence inter-
val, 121 to 148 ms; ps < 0.05 for latency differences between all con-
ditions; Fig. 2D). We also measured the minimal reaction time 
(mRT) for the different stimuli, as the 10-ms bin of the reaction 
time distribution at which the mice made more correct than errone-
ous licks (24). For contrast-defined figures, the mRT was 245 ms, and it 
was 255 and 315 ms for the orientation- and phase-defined figure- 
ground stimuli, respectively (fig. S3, A to C). We found that mRTs 
for phase-defined figures were longer than for orientation-defined 

figures (paired t test, P < 0.05; fig. S3B), in accordance with the lon-
ger minimally necessary V1 processing time for these stimuli.

We ensured that the blue light itself did not cause interference by 
carefully shielding the mouse’s eyes from the blue light that shone 
on the cortex and placing a second blue light-emitting diode (LED) 
below the mouse’s head that flashed at random intervals, which the 
animal learned to ignore (see Materials and Methods). Furthermore, 
shining blue light on cortical areas not expressing the optogenetic 
channel did not reduce the accuracy in the task (fig. S3, D and E).

The duration of V1 activity required for accurate task perform-
ance might also depend on task difficulty (23) because the accuracy 
of the mice on the figure-ground tasks was lower than that on the 
contrast task. We carried out two control analyses to examine the 
influence of task difficulty on our measure of the minimally neces-
sary processing time. First, FGM occurred later for figure-ground 
displays in which the figure differed from the background in phase 
than when it differed in orientation (Fig. 2B), whereas task difficul-
ty for these stimuli (i.e., accuracy of the mice) was similar (Figs. 1C 
and 2,  D  and  E). The minimally necessary processing time for 
phase-defined figures (141 ms) was markedly longer than that for 
orientation-defined figures (101 ms) (P < 0.05, bootstrap test), a dif-
ference that cannot be explained by task difficulty effects. Second, 
two of the mice attained a relatively low accuracy in the contrast 
task, which was comparable to the accuracy of the other mice in the 
figure-ground tasks (fig. S3F). Nevertheless, the minimal V1 pro-
cessing time was short in these two mice, and they reached their 
relatively low ceiling performance if we started V1 inhibition after 
only 70 to 90 ms. These results indicate that it is unlikely that varia-
tions in difficulty were responsible for the differences between min-
imal V1 processing times.

We conclude that the initial V1 response transient suffices for 
accurate performance in the contrast detection task, whereas the 
late V1 response phase is necessary for figure-ground segregation, 
supporting the hypothesis that it is read out by brain structures that 
select the appropriate motor response (25). The latencies derived 
from the optogenetic experiment were systematically longer than 
the neuronal latencies (compare neuronal FGM latencies to time of 
half-maximal accuracy; black lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 2B), 
suggesting that downstream areas need to accumulate visually driven 
activity in the contrast task and to accumulate FGM during a longer 
epoch for figure-ground displays to support accurate performance.

FGM is present in multiple higher cortical areas
The late onset of FGM in V1 suggests that it may be a result of re-
current interactions between V1 and HVAs. To examine neuronal 
activity across the cortical areas that could provide feedback to V1 
(26), we used wide-field imaging in nine Thy1-GCaMP6f 5.17 mice 
with a transparent skull (27, 28). We first measured the retinotopy 
to determine the boundaries between the areas and to align them 
with the Allen Brain Map (see Materials and Methods and figs. S4 
and S5C) and investigated FGM elicited by orientation-defined 
(N = 9 mice) and phase-defined (N = 5 mice) figure-ground dis-
plays, during passive viewing. We used the measured retinotopy to 
transform the V1 activity profile into visual field coordinates, and 
we observed that the entire visual field region occupied by the figure 
was labeled with enhanced activity, with a protracted time course 
caused by the dynamics of the calcium sensor (time window, 150 to 
300 ms; paired t test, P < 0.001) (Fig. 3, A and B, and fig. S5, A and 
B). Both orientation- and phase-defined figures elicited more activity 
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than the background, and the level of FGM differed between areas 
(orientation: F9,72 = 27.1, P < 0.001; phase: F9,36 = 16.7, P < 0.001; 
Fig. 3C). There were no significant differences between the levels of 
FGM elicited by orientation- and phase-defined stimuli across the 
five mice that were trained on both types of stimuli (fig. S5D).

To examine whether FGM increases during active perception, 
we trained five mice to perform the orientation figure-ground task 
during wide-field imaging. FGM during correct figure detection 
trials was generally stronger than during passive viewing [two-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors area and task; interac-
tion, F18,36 = 1.961, P < 0.05; Fig. 3D] and specifically for areas A, 
AM, PM, and RL, in accordance with a previous study demonstrat-
ing that activity in some of these areas increases when mice engage 
in a visual task (29). We also compared the activity between correct 
and erroneous trials. Just as in our electrophysiological experi-
ments, FGM was present when mice made an error. In some areas 
(AM, PM, and V1) FGM was stronger for correct responses than 
during errors (Fig. 3D). These results, together, indicate that FGM 
is a robust phenomenon that occurs in different behavioral states.

Wide-field imaging pools calcium signals across multiple cellu-
lar compartments, with possible contributions of axons that origi-
nate in other brain regions, and the method emphasizes layer 1 
activity (30). We, therefore, also examined the calcium signals of 
cell bodies of excitatory neurons within area V1 in five mice using 
two-photon imaging (Fig. 4A). The mice were injected with the 
virus AAV1-CaMKII-GCaMP6f-WPRE-SV40 and passively viewed 
stimuli with figures defined by an orientation difference. Just as in 
the electrophysiological (Fig. 2B) and wide-field recordings (Fig. 3), 
V1 responses elicited by figures were elevated relative to those elic-
ited by the background (Fig. 4, C to E; linear mixed-effects model, 
see Materials and Methods; 1122 cells, P < 0.001). We could use a 
longer time window (300 to 1500 ms) than in the wide field experi-
ments, because the mice passively viewed the stimuli.

We recorded calcium signals of cell bodies in HVAs: LM, AL, 
RL, AM, and PM (Fig. 4B). FGM was particularly strong in LM 
(Fig. 4F), its strength in AL was comparable to that of V1, and it was 
weaker in RL. These results confirm that neurons in multiple HVAs 
exhibit FGM (linear mixed-effects models in five mice; LM: 429 

Fig. 3. FGM across areas of the visual cortex measured with wide-field imaging. (A) Strength of FGM for orientation-defined figures quantified using the d-prime 
during passive viewing, averaged across all hemispheres at 150 to 300 ms after stimulus onset. We used seven mice, two hemispheres per mouse (two mice were not used 
in this analysis because we used a different figure position in these animals). Data of individual mice is presented in fig. S5A. (B) Left: The average V1 d-prime values over 
14 hemispheres from seven mice elicited by an orientation defined figure-ground stimulus transformed into visual coordinates, based on the retinotopy. Data from the 
right visual field was reflected horizontally and projected into the left visual field before averaging. The black circle illustrates the outline of the figure appearing on the 
screen in front of the mouse. Plus symbol, center of the visual field. The colored region indicates the extent of the visual field, which could be reliably mapped in at least 
five mice per hemisphere. Right: Average time course of the response of V1 pixels falling in the figure representation (black circle in the left) when presented with an 
orientation-defined figure (black curve) or background (gray curve) (for the response phase-defined stimuli, see fig. S5B). The shaded area denotes SEM across hemi-
spheres. (C) We aligned the brains of individual mice to the Allen Brain common coordinate framework (see Materials and Methods) and computed d-prime (averaged 
across all pixels within each area) for orientation and phase-defined figure-ground stimuli in passively viewing mice. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, post hoc t tests. 
Error bars denote SEM. (D) D-prime for orientation defined figure-ground stimuli during passive viewing, hits and errors in the figure detection task. Error bars denote SEM 
(N = 5 mice). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.005.
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cells, F1,856 = 154, P < 0.001; AL: 154 cells, F1,306 = 17.9, P < 0.001; 
RL: 149 cells, F1,296 = 3.2, P = 0.07). FGM in AM and PM neurons 
was even weaker during passive viewing (both ps > 0.1; see Fig. 4G 
for comparisons between areas). We note, however, that the wide-
field imaging results revealed AM and PM as areas in which FGM 
increases during task performance (Fig. 3D). Furthermore, the 
comparison of two-photon and wide-field imaging results supports 
the view that wide-field imaging emphasizes layer 1 activity (30), 
because LM cell bodies had stronger FGM than V1 cell bodies and 
they provide strong input into layer 1 of area V1 (31). We also 

investigated whether RF size predicted the strength of FGM, but we 
did not observe such a relationship (fig. S5E).

HVAs contribute strongly to FGM in V1
Figures cause stronger activity than backgrounds in HVAs. We next 
investigated whether feedback from HVAs could be a source of the 
increased V1 activity that is elicited by figures, during the delayed 
response phase. Alternative possibilities are that FGM is generated 
locally, within V1 (32) or that it reflects an influence from subcortical 
visual areas, mediated via the thalamus. To examine the contribution 

Fig. 4. Ca2+ response of pyramidal cells in HVAs during figure-ground segregation. (A) We used two-photon imaging to measure the Ca2+ responses of pyramidal 
neurons in five Thy1-GCaMP6f mice passively viewing orientation-defined figure-ground stimuli. (B) Organization of visual areas in the mouse cortex. (C) Example correla-
tion image; luminance values represent the average correlation between a pixel and its eight neighbors across 3000 frames. Scale bar, 100 m. (D) Left: Example RF 
(dashed circle) and figure position (continuous circle). Middle: Ca2+ activity of an example pyramidal neuron. Right: Average activity across the population of 1122 pyra-
midal cells in V1 elicited by the figure-ground stimuli, after normalization to the maximum of the figure condition. The shaded area shows ±SEM but is difficult to see 
given its small magnitude. (E) The activity of pyramidal cells in V1 in a time window from 300 to 1500 ms after stimulus onset. Because the data are positively skewed, we 
plot log (F/F). Figures elicited stronger responses than the background. Red symbol, example cell of (D); note that the log transform causes the symbol to be just above 
the diagonal, despite substantial FGM. (F) Ca2+ responses of cell bodies of excitatory cells in higher areas LM, AL, RL, AM, and PM, in the same mice as (E). Top: Normalized 
population activity of excitatory cells evoked by figures (saturated colors) and backgrounds (less saturated colors) in normalized units. Shaded areas, SEM. Bottom: Log 
(F/F) of individual excitatory cells (time window, 300 to 1500 ms after stimulus onset) evoked by figures (y axis) and the background (x axis). n.s., not significant. 
(G) Comparison of FGM in six visual areas based on log-transformed activity. FGM was strongest in LM, followed by AL and V1, weaker in RL, and weakest in AM and PM 
(Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests; **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001).
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of cortical feedback to FGM in V1, we silenced HVAs (Fig. 5A). We 
injected AAV1-CaMKII-stGtACR2-FusionRed medially (in areas 
PM, AM, and A) and laterally from V1 (LM, RL, and AL) in Thy1-
GCaMP6f mice (27). The virus encodes a soma-targeted version of 
the inhibitory opsin GtACR2 (33), which was expressed in excitato-
ry neurons. We ensured that the virus did not spread into V1 by 
identifying the area borders with population RF mapping and tar-
geted the viral injections at a minimal distance of 0.5 mm from the 
V1 border (Fig. 5, B and C). We used laminar silicon probes to re-
cord V1 activity elicited by figure-ground stimuli and optogeneti-
cally inhibited neuronal activity in the HVAs on 50% of the trials, 
from 200 ms before stimulus onset until 100 ms after stimulus off-
set. Optogenetic inhibition did not have a systematic influence on 
the early peak response of V1 neurons (time window, 0 to 100 ms; 
fig. S6A), but it reduced the late V1 responses elicited by figures and 
backgrounds (fig. S6C). This V1 activity reduction was more pro-
nounced for figures than for backgrounds, decreasing FGM by 55, 
100, and 79% for the orientation defined, phase-defined, and tex-
tured figure-ground stimuli, respectively (Fig. 5, D to L, and fig. 
S6D) (five mice, eight penetrations, 109 recording sites, time win-
dow of 100 to 500 ms, linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.001 for 
orientation-defined and P < 0.05 for phase- and texture-defined 
figures). Hence, feedback from HVAs enhances the representation 
of the figure in V1 more than the representation of the background, 
and it thereby accounts for a large fraction of the FGM in V1.

Roles of the different interneuron classes in V1 FGM
We next asked how the feedback signal from HVAs might influence 
activity in the cortical microcircuit in V1 to enhance the activity 
evoked by figures. Recent studies suggested that the different types 
of interneurons have unique roles in controlling the activity of the 
cortical column (16). We therefore examined how the three main 
interneuron subclasses in V1 respond to figure-ground stimuli and 
compared their activity to that of pyramidal cells. Feedback axons 
can enhance V1 activity by directly targeting excitatory neurons 
and suppress activity by contacting parvalbumin (PV) or SOM- 
expressing interneurons (Fig. 6A) (15, 34). A previous study demon-
strated that SOM neurons suppress V1 activity elicited by larger, 
homogeneous image regions (14), but their response to figure- 
ground displays has not yet been studied. Last, feedback connec-
tions to V1 could also disinhibit the cortical column by targeting 
VIP interneurons, which inhibit SOM cells and thereby cause dis-
inhibition of pyramidal cells (Fig. 6A) (15–18, 35). The relative con-
tribution of these excitatory, inhibitory, and disinhibitory motifs 
to perceptual organization is unknown, and modeling studies indi-
cate that the interactions between the cell types might be complex, 
given the large number of influences between the different cell types 
(36). Nevertheless, a few predictions can be made. First, VIP neu-
rons are predicted to be more active for the figure than for the back-
ground. Second, their targets, SOM neurons should respond less to 
the figure than to the background, so that FGM should be inverted 
for these cells.

To image the activity of VIP neurons, we expressed GCaMP6f in 
VIP-Cre mice and observed that figures elicited stronger VIP neu-
ron activity than backgrounds (N = 155 neurons in four mice; linear 
mixed-effects model; F1,308 = 9.1, P < 0.01) (Fig. 6, C to E), consist-
ent with the hypothesis that these neurons receive excitatory feed-
back from HVAs about salient visual stimuli (15). To examine the 
activity of SOM cells, we expressed GCaMP6f in SOM-Cre mice 

and found that activity elicited by figures was weaker than that elic-
ited by the background (N = 178 neurons in 5 mice, F1,354 = 7.6, 
P < 0.01) (Fig. 6, F to H). This result supports the hypothesis that the 
release of SOM inhibition contributes to the extra activity elicited 
by the figure (Fig. 6A) (18). We also examined the activity of 
PV-positive cells, which have been implicated in feedforward inhi-
bition and control of the gain of the cortical column (16). We ex-
pressed GCaMP6f in V1 of PV-Cre mice and observed that figures 
evoked stronger responses in PV cells than backgrounds (N = 159 
neurons in four mice, F1,316 = 119, p < 0.001) (Fig. 6, I to K). The 
level of FGM differed significantly between the different cell types 
(linear mixed-effects model across cell types, including the excitato-
ry cells in Fig. 4E; interaction between figure-ground condition and 
cell type, F1,3220 = 32.5, P < 0.001). FGM was strongest for PV cells, 
weaker and similar in magnitude in excitatory cells and VIP inter-
neurons, and inverted in the SOM population (see Fig. 6B for post 
hoc comparisons of the different cell classes). Visually evoked re-
sponses are modulated by locomotion (37). We observed that the 
activity of excitatory neurons, PV-, VIP-, and SOM-positive inter-
neurons were all enhanced by running (linear mixed-effects model; 
main effect of running, all ps < 0.001), but there was no significant 
interaction between running and FGM in any of the cell types 
(P > 0.05 for all cell types).

VIP neurons contribute to FGM in V1
Do VIP neurons indeed enhance the representation of figures in V1 
as predicted by their proposed role in silencing SOM neurons? To 
test the involvement of this disinhibitory circuit, we inhibited the 
activity of VIP neurons and measured how it influences FGM in V1. 
We expressed an inhibitory opsin (stGtACR2) in VIP neurons in 
V1 and suppressed their activity while electrophysiologically re-
cording V1 activity evoked by orientation-defined figures and the 
background (Fig. 6L and fig. S7E). We started the inhibition of VIP 
neurons 250 ms after stimulus onset, to selectively influence the late 
response phase during which HVAs feedback to V1 and to prevent 
interference with the early phase during which V1 neurons propa-
gate activity to HVAs. We found that inhibiting VIP-activity re-
duced FGM in V1, decreasing the d-prime by 47% (Fig. 6, M and N; 
linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.05, three mice, eight penetrations, 
168 recording sites, time window of 250 to 500 ms). This finding 
supports the role of VIP neurons in generating FGM in V1.

The relationship between FGM and surround suppression
In addition to their involvement in figure-ground perception, feed-
back connections are thought to play a role in surround suppres-
sion, i.e., the reduction of activity if the features in the RF of V1 
neurons match those in the surround (14, 38, 39). In an extreme 
scenario, surround suppression might fully account for FGM, strongly 
suppressing V1 activity evoked by the large, homogeneous back-
ground and weakly suppressing activity evoked by the smaller figure 
(40). Is FGM indeed the mere consequence of surround suppression?

The results of the experiment in which we silenced higher areas 
(Fig. 5) provided evidence against this scenario. Silencing of higher 
areas reduced V1 activity evoked by the background and activity 
evoked by the figure even more (fig. S6C), which is evidence against 
a predominantly suppressive feedback effect. At first sight, these re-
sults appear to be at odds with a previous study (41) demonstrating a 
suppressive influence of HVAs on V1 activity elicited by backgrounds. 
However, that study focused on neurons with strong surround 
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Fig. 5. Contribution of feedback from HVAs to FGM in V1. (A) We optogenetically inhibited HVAs using stGtACR2 while recording V1 activity with laminar electrodes. 
(B) Top: Example field sign map generated using population RF mapping overlaid on the visual cortex (see Materials and Methods). Blue (red) regions have a mirror- 
inverted (noninverted) retinotopy. Black circle, location of an example electrode penetration, guided by the field sign map and the blood vessel pattern. Triangles, virus 
injection sites, minimally 500 m from the V1 boundary (dashed line). Bottom: Virus expression profile. (C) Coronal brain slice showing stGtACR2 (red) and GCaMP6f 
(green) expression aligned to the Paxinos and Watson adult mouse atlas. (D) MUA at an example V1 recording site (left) and across a population of 109 sites (eight elec-
trode penetrations and five mice) (right) elicited by an orientation-defined figure (black curves) and the background (gray curves) without (top) and with optogenetic 
silencing (bottom) of HVAs. Data for population responses was normalized to the laser off condition (see Materials and Methods). The example site is marked in (J) with 
an arrow and a larger symbol. (E and F) MUA elicited by phase-defined (E) and texture-defined figure ground stimuli (F). (G to I) Left: FGM quantified as d-prime (time 
window, 100 to 500 ms after stimulus presentation) in V1 was lower during optogenetic inhibition of HVAs (linear mixed-effects model, see Materials and Methods) for 
orientation-defined (G), phase-defined (H), and textured figure-ground stimuli (I); *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001. Right: Average time course of FGM across 109 sites without (gray 
curve) and with inhibition of activity in HVAs (blue curve). (J to L) FGM d-prime with (y axis) and without (x axis) optogenetic inhibition of HVAs for orientation defined (J), 
phase-defined (K), and textured stimuli (L). Data of different penetrations are shown in distinct colors (linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.001 for orientation and P < 0.05 
for phase and textured figure-ground stimuli).
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Fig. 6. The activity of interneurons in area V1 during figure-ground segregation. (A) Left: Schematic of the cortical microcircuit during presentations of figures and 
backgrounds. Right: Our results reveal that figures enhance the activity of pyramidal neurons, VIP-, and PV cells, whereas SOM neurons are more active for the back-
ground. (B) Significant FGM differences between neural classes (linear mixed-effects model: Bonferroni-corrected post hoc comparisons, ***P < 0.001). (C) GCaMP6f ex-
pression in an example VIP-Cre mouse induced with AAV9-CAG-Flex-GCaMP6f. (D) Activity of an example VIP neuron and a population of 155 VIP neurons in four mice 
elicited by the figure-ground stimuli. Bottom: The RF of the example cell. (E) Figures elicited stronger responses in VIP neurons than the background (linear mixed-effects 
model, P < 0.01). Black symbol, the example cell from (C). (F to H) Responses of SOM neurons evoked by figure-ground stimuli (178 neurons, five mice). The calcium re-
sponse elicited by the background was stronger than that elicited by the figure (linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.01). (I to K) Responses of PV-neurons to figure-ground 
stimuli (159 neurons, four mice). Figures elicited stronger calcium responses than the background (linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.001). (L) We optogenetically inhibited 
VIP neurons in V1 using stGtACR2 while recording V1 activity with laminar electrodes. (M) Average, normalized activity of a population of 168 recording sites (eight pen-
etrations, three mice) elicited by an orientation-defined figure (dark purple) and background (light purple) without (left) and with (right) inhibition of VIP neuron activity, 
starting 250 ms after stimulus onset. (N) FGM, quantified using d-prime with (y axis) and without (x axis) optogenetic inhibition of VIP neurons. Data of different penetra-
tions are shown in distinct colors (linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.05; time window, 250 to 500 ms).
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suppression, whereas we included all neurons here. We therefore 
examined whether the influence of HVA silencing on V1 activity 
elicited by background regions depends on the level of surround 
suppression. HVA silencing increased the activity elicited by the 
background for neurons with strong surround suppression (fig. S6, 
E and F), in accordance with the previous study (41), but it de-
creased it when all neurons were taken into account. In other words, 
feedback connections have a net excitatory influence on V1 activity 
elicited by the background but decrease activity of the subset of 
neurons with strong surround suppression.

Surround suppression can be separated into two components: 
untuned suppression and tuned suppression. Untuned suppression 
does not depend on stimulus features and therefore cannot account 
for the FGM because figure-ground stimuli always had the same 
size. Tuned suppression is strongest when the orientation of the 
stimulus in the RF matches the orientation of the surround (39). 
Tuned suppression is weakest for small image regions that differ in 
features from their surround that often belong to figures. It can 
therefore play a role in the segregation of small figures from the 
background. However, tuned suppression cannot explain FGM elic-
ited by the phase-defined stimuli (20, 42) described above (Fig. 2B) 
because the orientation of figure and ground is the same (Fig. 2B).

To further dissociate FGM from surround suppression, we cre-
ated a stimulus in which the figure and background have different 
features that occupy the same surface area so that surround sup-
pression is perfectly balanced. The figures were defined by convexity 
and closure, two of the Gestalt laws of perceptual organization 
(Fig. 7A). Human observers perceive the convex/enclosed regions 
as figures and the concave/nonenclosed regions as backgrounds 
(43–45), although perceptual organization can take hundreds of 
milliseconds for these more complex stimuli (8, 46). We placed the 
stimuli so that the V1-RFs fell on either a convex/enclosed or a concave/
nonenclosed region. The convex/enclosed regions elicited more V1 
activity than the concave/nonenclosed regions, during a late phase 
of the response (given stimulus complexity, we chose an analysis 
window from 500 to 1000 ms, linear mixed-effects model, P < 0.001, 
336 recording sites, 16 penetrations, eight mice; Fig. 7, B and C). 
Although the perceptual sensitivity of mice for convexity and clo-
sure remains to be determined, it is of interest that V1 activity is 
modulated by these Gestalt cues. The results, together, indicate that 
the enhanced activity elicited by figures goes beyond the release of 
surround suppression.

DISCUSSION
Our results provide new insights into how the interactions between 
V1 and HVAs shape perception. Upon appearance of a new image, 
the activity of V1 neurons exhibits a number of phases (4). During 
an early feedforward phase, activity is propagated from the retina 
via the thalamus to V1 and is transmitted onward to HVAs. V1 ac-
tivity during this phase suffices for ceiling performance in the rela-
tively simple contrast detection task, as if V1 acts as relay station 
that only needs to transmit information about the stimulus to HVAs 
(47). Inhibition of the entire visually driven V1 response reduced 
the accuracy of the mice. In accordance with a previous study (48), 
most animals were still able to perform the task above chance level, 
suggesting that information about the visual stimulus still reached 
the brain regions that are required for an appropriate licking re-
sponse via alternative routes. Although we do not know what the 
mice perceived during V1 inhibition, comparable effects have been 
reported in humans with lesions in V1, who are able to correctly 
guess the presence, location, and shape of simple visual stimuli in 
the affected area of the visual field, despite denying any visual 
awareness of the stimuli (49). This phenomenon is known as blind-
sight and has been replicated in monkeys with a V1 lesion (50), 
where information from the lateral geniculate nucleus is directly 
propagated to HVAs, bypassing V1 (51).

If a visual stimulus requires figure-ground segregation, however, 
the peak response is followed by a phase in which the V1 neurons 
exhibit FGM; the representation of figural image elements is en-
hanced. In previous work, it remained unclear whether this late V1 
activity phase is useful for perception, but our results demonstrate 
that optogenetic V1 silencing during this phase blocks figure-ground 
perception. This finding is in line with previous TMS studies in 
humans, although TMS produces much weaker perceptual effects 
(52). Among the studied figure-ground stimuli, we observed differ-
ences in the latency and strength of FGM, measured electrophysio-
logically (Fig.  2B), and in the V1 processing time required for 
figure-ground perception. FGM of orientation-defined figures oc-
curred earlier and was stronger than FGM of phase-defined figures, 
and the mRT was also shorter for orientation-defined stimuli. Ac-
cordingly, V1 inhibition interfered with figure-ground perception 
at a later point in time for phase-defined than for orientation- 
defined figures.

The present results seem to differ from previous studies that ex-
amined the early and late phases of neuronal responses in the barrel 

Fig. 7. The influence of convexity and closure on V1 activity. (A) Visual stimuli for which figure-ground perception depends on closure and convexity. Green circle, 
location of an example V1-RF in the putative figure and ground conditions. (B) Average activity across 336 recording sites in V1 (16 penetrations in eight mice) elicited by 
the convex/enclosed (black trace) or concave/nonenclosed image regions (gray trace). Green region, difference response. (C) Convex/enclosed regions elicit more activ-
ity than concave/nonenclosed regions (time window, 0.5 to 1 s, P < 0.001, linear mixed-effects model; see Materials and Methods).
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cortex of mice engaged in tactile detection tasks (53, 54). Suppres-
sion of late activity in the barrel cortex interfered with the detection 
of a tactile stimulus, whereas in the present study, late V1 activity 
was not required for the contrast detection task. We speculate that 
this difference between results may be related to the use of relatively 
weak tactile stimuli in these previous studies, which may have re-
quired amplification by recurrent interactions between lower and 
higher areas of the somatosensory cortex.

We identified a source for V1-FGM in HVAs that also exhibit 
FGM and project back to V1. Neurons in a number of HVAs exhib-
ited FGM, which was strong in areas lateral from V1 (LM and AL) 
during passive viewing and weaker in anteromedial areas (RL, AM, 
and PM), although the wide-field experiments demonstrated that 
FGM increases in these areas when mice use the figure-ground 
stimuli to perform a task. The strength of FGM depends on the size 
of the RF relative to the figure size (55), but RF size differences 
between areas do not account for all interareal differences in FGM 
strength (fig. S5E). For example, the sizes of RFs in LM and RL are 
similar (56), but FGM is much stronger in LM, implying genuine 
differences in FGM amplitude across areas.

We also observed differences in the amplitude of FGM between 
the two-photon and wide-field imaging measurements, which pre-
sumably arise from different neuronal populations. In the two-photon 
experiments, we recorded activity from the cell bodies of L2/3 excit-
atory neurons, while wide-field calcium signals represent a mix of 
activity from laminar and cellular compartments with an emphasis 
on layer 1 (30). Understanding the functional organization of the 
mouse visual cortex is an active field of exploration (26, 57, 58), and 
the present results suggest that figure-ground segregation can help 
to further dissect the roles of higher cortical areas.

Optogenetic silencing of the HVAs strongly reduced FGM in 
V1, without a consistent effect on the early, visually driven response. 
This finding supports theories suggesting that FGM in V1 requires 
feedback from HVAs (59). The effect of silencing was pronounced 
for the phase- and texture-defined figure-ground stimuli and some-
what weaker if the figure was a grating with a different orientation. 
The weaker suppression is compatible with the view that horizontal 
interactions within V1 may also contribute to the perception of 
orientation-defined figures. Horizontal interactions within V1 are 
thought to be orientation selective so that suppression is stronger 
within image regions with a homogeneous orientation and weaker 
if a figure with one orientation is superimposed on a background 
with another orientation (32). If the figure is defined by a phase 
offset, the orientation selective suppression signal is absent, which 
may explain the larger dependence on corticocortical feedback. We 
note, however, that the viral construct was not taken up by all 
neurons in HVAs so that inhibition was presumably incomplete. 
Hence, we cannot exclude that the remaining FGM for orientation- 
defined figures reflects a feedback influence from the nonsilenced 
neurons in HVAs.

The main effect of silencing HVAs was a decrease in activity 
during the late phase of the V1-response, which was more pro-
nounced for figures than the background, thereby decreasing FGM 
(fig. S6). These excitatory feedback effects imply that FGM is not 
caused by surround suppression and are consistent with predomi-
nantly excitatory (or disinhibitory) feedback effects on V1 activity 
(60, 61). However, other studies in monkeys (62) and mice (41) sug-
gested a predominantly suppressive influence of feedback connec-
tions. We identified a reason for this apparent discrepancy, because 

some of the previous studies on surround suppression focused on 
neurons with significant surround suppression (41, 63), thereby 
emphasizing suppressive feedback influences, whereas the net feed-
back effect is excitatory when the entire population is taken into 
account (fig. S6, E and F). Other factors that may have contributed 
to these discrepancies include differences between the visual stimu-
li and the set of HVAs that were inhibited.

It has been suggested (15) that feedback connections enhance V1 
activity at relevant locations by activating VIP interneurons, which, 
in turn, inhibit inhibitory SOM cells, thereby disinhibiting the cor-
tical column. In accordance with this hypothesis, we observed that 
figures enhanced the activity of VIP neurons and suppressed the 
activity of SOM cells (Fig. 6A). Another previous study demonstrat-
ed that the activity of SOM-interneurons increases for larger stimu-
li and suggested that these cells contribute to surround suppression 
(14). Unlike this previous study, we here presented figure and 
ground stimuli with the same spatial extent. The stronger activity 
elicited by the background therefore implies that SOM cells do not 
integrate all image regions equally but that the increase in activity is 
most pronounced for stimuli with a homogeneous orientation. 
SOM cells were the only ones for which the ground elicited, on 
average, more activity than the figure, in accordance with the view 
that SOM cells have a role in orientation-tuned suppression. Fur-
thermore, we found that inactivation of VIP neurons decreased V1 
activity and diminished FGM, demonstrating that VIP-mediated 
disinhibition contributes to FGM. Our measurements of interneu-
ron activity focused on the orientation defined figure-ground stim-
uli. We hypothesize that these interactions also generalize to other 
figure-ground display, but this hypothesis remains to be tested in 
future work.

PV-neurons were more active for figures than for the back-
ground, and this FGM signal was even stronger than that of pyrami-
dal cells. Although the PV activity profile resembles that of VIP 
neurons, PV cells do not preferentially contact other inhibitory cell 
types to cause disinhibition. Instead, they suppress somatic regions 
of pyramidal neurons (35), making it unlikely that they are part of a 
disinhibitory circuit motif. PV cell activity was weak for the back-
ground, which, unlike for SOM cells, also rules out a specific role for 
PV-neurons in suppressing the pyramidal cell activity elicited by 
the background. Instead, PV-neurons have been shown to be in-
volved in feedforward inhibition and controlling the gain of the 
cortical column (64,  65), although they also receive direct input 
from feedback connections (31, 66). The strong extra activity driven 
by figures is in accordance with the view that PV-neurons integrate 
the activity of nearby pyramidal neurons to control the gain of the 
cortical column. If pyramidal neurons become more active, the ac-
tivity of nearby PV cells also increases, giving rise to a negative feed-
back loop (Fig. 6A). The high PV cell activity level elicited by figures 
is also in accordance with a study in the visual cortex in monkeys 
(67), which demonstrated that fast-spiking interneurons strongly 
increase their activity for behaviorally relevant stimuli.

The present results provide insight into how interactions be-
tween lower and higher areas of the visual cortex enable the coselec-
tion of image elements that belong to a single figure and their 
segregation from the background. These interactions are, in part, 
mediated by direct corticocortical connections, but there are also 
routes through subcortical structures [e.g., LP of the thalamus (68)], 
and future studies could compare the relative contributions of these 
different routes. As a result of these interactions, figural image elements 
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become labeled with enhanced neuronal activity across multiple 
areas of the visual cortex, in accordance with the view that such a 
labeling process determines the perceptual grouping of features of 
the same object (5, 69, 70). It seems likely that the findings general-
ize to more complex forms of perceptual organization. Imagine 
grasping an object that is surrounded by a number of other objects. 
The visual system guides our fingers to touch and grasp edges of the 
same object, a selection process (71) that has to rely on recurrent 
interactions between higher areas coding for the relevant object’s 
shape and lower areas coding for its individual edges. Previous 
studies in monkeys demonstrated that the representation of a se-
lected object’s shape is enhanced in higher cortical areas (72) and 
that this also holds true for relevant edges in V1 (69). The present 
study illustrates how such selection process is coordinated across 
cortical areas. Future studies can now start to investigate the inter-
actions between brain regions that are required for complex forms 
of perceptual organization and how they guide behavior (5).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental model and subject details
Thirty-five male and 14 female mice of 2 to 14 months age were 
used in this study. All experimental procedures complied with the 
National Institutes of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory 
Animals, and the protocol was approved by the ethical committee 
of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences and the 
CCD (Centrale Commissie Dierproeven). The experiments were per-
formed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Method details and quantification and statistical analysis
Visual stimuli
We created the visual stimuli with the Cogent toolbox (developed 
by J. Romaya at the LON (Laboratory of Neurobiology) at the Wellcome 
Department of Imaging Neuroscience) and linearized the luminance 
profile of the monitor/projector. Visual stimuli during passive electro-
physiological experiments were projected onto a back-projection 
screen placed 15 cm from the mouse with a PLUS U2-X1130 DLP 
projector (mean luminance = 40.6 cd/m2). The size of the projec-
tion was 76 cm by 56 cm, the field-of-view was 136° × 101.6°, the 
resolution was 1024 × 768 pixels, and the refresh rate was 60 Hz. 
For the behavioral electrophysiological experiments, the stimuli were 
presented on a 53.3 cm Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen with a 
resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels (Dell 059DJP) driven by a Windows 
computer at 60 Hz at a distance of 15 cm in front of the mouse. 
During the two-photon experiments, we presented visual stimuli to 
the left eye of the mice, using a 61 cm LCD monitor (Dell U2414H) 
with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz, 
placed at an angle of 30° relative to the nose and a distance of 12 cm 
from the eye. For the optogenetic experiments, we used a 24-inch 
LCD monitor (1920 × 1200 pixels, Dell U2412M), placed 11 cm in 
front of the eyes and for wide-field experiments an LCD monitor 
(122 × 68 cm, Iiyama LE5564S-B1), at a distance of 14 cm. We ap-
plied a previously described (73) correction for the larger distance 
between the screen and the mouse at higher eccentricities. This 
method defines stimuli on a sphere and calculates the projection 
onto a flat surface. The orientation- and phase-defined figure- 
ground stimuli were composed of 100% contrast sinusoidal gratings 
with a spatial frequency of 0.075 cycles/deg and a mean luminance 
of 20 cd/m2. The diameter of the figure was 35° (optogenetic- and 

wide-field imaging experiments), 40° (electrophysiology during passive 
viewing), or 50° (two-photon experiments). For the orientation- defined 
figures (Fig. 1, A and B), the grating orientation in the background 
was either horizontal or vertical, and the orientation of the figure 
was orthogonal. For the phase-defined figures (Fig. 1A), the phase 
of the figure grating was shifted by 180° relative to that of the back-
ground. For the contrast- defined stimuli, we presented the figure 
gratings on a gray background (20 cd/m2). To test the generality of 
figure-ground perception, we also presented random textures in 
some of the experiments, again ensuring that the figure and back-
ground stimulus in the RF of the neurons was identical. The texture was 
made by filtering Gaussian distributed random noise patterns through 
an oriented filter. Four new random noise patterns were generated 
for each experimental session, and these were filtered with 0° and 
90° filters, yielding eight oriented textures. The oriented filter (F) was 
made through summation of individual Gabor filters (G) as follows

  F =   
 ∑ i=1  20       G  f (i),φ   _ rms ( G  f (i),φ  )   ─ 20    (1)

where G is Gabor filter of spatial frequency f (i), where f was linearly 
spaced from 0.05 to 0.5 cycles/deg, orientation  (0° or 90°), and 
SD 1/f, RMS indicates a root mean square operation. After filtering, 
the texture was matched to the root mean square contrast of the 
sine-wave grating used in the other experiments using an iterative 
hard-clipping procedure with 10 iterations.

Surgical preparation
The mice were handled 5 to 10 min per day starting 1 week before 
surgery. Anesthesia was induced using 3 to 5% isoflurane in an in-
duction box, and it was maintained using 1.2 to 2.5% isoflurane in an 
oxygen-enriched air (50% air and 50% O2) mixture, and we subcu-
taneously injected 5 mg/kg meloxicam (0.5 mg/ml) as general analgesic. 
The mice were positioned in a stereotactic frame, and we monitored 
the depth of anesthesia by frequently checking paw reflexes and 
breathing rate. The temperature of the animal was monitored 
and kept between 36.5° and 37.5° with a heating pad coupled to a 
rectal thermometer. We covered the eyes with ointment to prevent 
dehydration. The area of incision was shaved and cleaned with beta-
dine, and lidocaine spray was applied to the skin as a local analgesic.

Implantation of head fixation bar or ring
After induction of general anesthesia, we made an incision in the 
skin and cleaned the skull by removing any tissue and briefly apply-
ing H2O2. We then applied a dental primer (Keerhawe Optibond) to 
improve the bonding of cement to the skull. We fixed head bars or 
head rings in place using dental cement (Heraeus Charisma A1 or 
Vivadent Tetric Evoflow).

Virus injections
For the viral injections, we used a dental drill to make small craniot-
omies above the injection sites. We placed a pulled borosilicate cap-
illary containing the virus vertically above the craniotomy touching 
the dura. Slowly the pipette was lowered to a depth of 600 m from 
the brain surface, and we slowly injected the solution containing the 
virus at different depths using Nanoject III programmable injector 
(Drummond Scientific). After the injection, we left the pipette in 
place for at least 8 min before slowly retracting it to avoid ef-
flux of virus.
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Behavioral task
The mice were held on a reverse day-night cycle and a fluid restric-
tion protocol with a minimal intake of 0.025 ml/g, while their health 
was carefully monitored. The animals were trained to indicate the 
side on which a figure appeared by licking the corresponding side of 
a custom-made double lick spout (Fig. 1B). We registered licks by 
measuring a change in capacitance with an Arduino and custom- 
written software. A trial started when the stimulus with a figure on 
the left or right appeared on the screen. The stimulus was displayed 
for 1.5 s. Because mice made early random licks, we disregarded 
licks from 0 to 200 ms (grace period). We prolonged the grace peri-
od to 500 ms for one mouse, because it helped correct a bias for 
preferentially licking one side (mouse M2  in table S1). The exact 
figure location varied slightly depending on the experiment, but the 
figure center was generally close to an azimuth of ±30° (left or right 
of the mouse) and an elevation of 15°.

Stimulus presentation was followed by a variable intertrial inter-
val (ITI) of 6 to 8 s. Correct responses were rewarded with a drop of 
water or milk. If the animal made an error, a 5-s timeout was added 
to the ITI. We presented a background texture during the ITI and 
did not give reward if the mice licked so that they learned to ignore 
it. In some sessions, we included correction trials, which were re-
peats of the same trial after an error. We only included the noncor-
rection trials to compute accuracy, defined as hits/(hits + errors). 
During task performance in the wide-field imaging experiments, we 
used a motor which moved the lick spout close to the mouth of the 
mouse, 500 ms after the presentation of the stimulus, thereby en-
forcing a minimum viewing time before the mouse could respond. 
For the accuracies of individual mice, see table S1.

Electrophysiology
The laminar electrophysiological recordings during passive viewing 
(Fig.  2,  A  and  B) were carried out in six Tg (Thy1-GCaMP6f)
GP5.17Dkim mice (five males and one female) aged between 2 and 
6 months. We implanted the mice with a head bar and one or two 
small screws over the cerebellum, which served as reference and 
ground and made a craniotomy centered on left V1  in a separate 
surgery preceding the first recording day. The mice were head-fixed 
and placed on a treadmill so that they could run or sit according to 
their preference. We tracked the treadmill movements using an Ar-
duino and monitored pupil movements and size under infrared 
light with a zoom lens (M118-FM50, Tamron, Cologne, Germany) 
coupled to a camera (DALSA GENIE-HM640, Stemmer Imaging) 
and custom-written software. We inserted a linear-array recording 
electrode (A1x32-5 mm-25-177, NeuroNexus, 32-channel probe, 
25-m spacing) in V1 and lowered it to around 1 mm below the 
brain surface and adjusted the depth of the electrode with reference 
to the current source density profile as reported previously (39) to 
ensure coverage of all layers. We amplified the electrical signal from 
the electrodes and sampled it at 24.4 kHz using a Tucker Davis 
Technologies recording system. We removed muscle artifacts by 
re-referencing each channel to the average of all other channels be-
fore filtering the signal between 500 and 5000  Hz. We detected 
spikes by thresholding (positive and negative threshold) the band-
passed signal at four times an estimate of the median absolute devi-
ation and convolved the detected spikes with a Gaussian with an SD 
of 1.3 ms (and an integral of 1) to derive an estimate of multiunit 
spike rate. First, we measured the RF of the units recorded at each 
electrode with a sparse noise stimulus consisting of four white 

checks (8° by 8°, 40 cd/m2) on a black background presented for 250 ms 
with a 250-ms ITI. The checks (>30 presentations per check) were 
positioned on a grid ranging from −64° to 16° horizontally and −22° 
to 66° vertically relative to the mouse’s nose with negative values 
indicating the right hemifield. We corrected for flat screen distor-
tion as was described above. We averaged the MUA response 
evoked by each check in a time window from 50 to 400 ms after 
check onset to obtain a map of visual responsiveness and fit a 
two-dimensional (2D)–Gaussian to estimate the width and center 
of the RF (Fig. 2A). The quality of the fit was assessed using r2 and a 
bootstrapped variability index (BVI), which estimated the reliability 
of the RF center estimate. We resampled an equal number of trials 
as in the original dataset (with replacement) and regenerated the 
Gaussian fit. The BVI is defined as the ratio of the SD of the RF 
center position and the SD of the fitted Gaussian. To measure FGM, 
we centered a 40° diameter figure on the RFs. To create the back-
ground condition, we shifted the figure by 50° to 60° so that the RF 
fell on the background. As the RF position varies slightly across lay-
ers, we quantified the percentage of the RF area that fell within the 
figure boundary for each recording site. We calculated the overlap 
between the RF and the figure, such that at 100% overlap the RF was 
completely contained within the figure boundaries, and at 0% over-
lap, the RF was entirely outside the figure. We wished to exclude 
recording sites in which the RF contained a response to the bound-
ary between the figure and the background. We empirically deter-
mined a cutoff value of overlap at which edge responses became 
apparent by examining the responses to 100% contrast gratings pre-
sented on a gray background. We binned the overlap values from all 
our recording sites into bins ranging from 0% overlap to 100% over-
lap. We observed a very sharp transition at 75% at which edge en-
hancement became apparent. We used a bin width of ±5% so we 
used 70% as a cutoff value. We only included recording sites if (i) 
the overlap between the RF and the figure was greater than 70% to 
exclude boundary-driven responses, (ii) the RF was reliable (r2 of 
the Gaussian fit > 0.33, BVI < 1.5), (iii) if the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the visual response was greater than 1 [ratio of the activity between 
0 and 100 ms after stimulus onset to the SD of baseline activity 
(−200 to 0 ms) across trials], and (iv) if the maximum response of 
the site was greater than 2 Hz. These criteria led to the inclusion of 
198 recording sites for the electrophysiological data (Fig. 2B). The 
orientation-, phase-, or texture-defined figure-ground stimuli were 
presented in blocks of 32 stimuli. The position of the figure and the 
orientation of the underlying pattern/texture were pseudo-randomized 
within the block so that the RF stimulus was identical for the figure 
and ground conditions. To generate population responses, we sub-
tracted the prestimulus activity (time window of −200 to 0 ms rela-
tive to stimulus onset) and normalized the activity at each recording 
site to the peak of the average, smoothed [Locally Weighted Scatter-
plot Smoothing (LOWESS) method, 39-ms window size] response 
across the figure and ground conditions (time window, 0 to 100 ms).

FGM was quantified with the d-prime, which is a measure for the 
reliability of the signal on individual trials (time window, 100 to 500 ms)

  d prime =      F   −    G    ─ 
 √ 
_

  1 _ 2  (  F  2   +   G  2  )  
    (2)

where F and G are the means, and    F  2    and    G  2    are the variances of 
the figure and ground response across trials, respectively. To es-
timate whether the d-prime differed between cue types (i.e., 
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orientation/phase/texture), we modeled the hierarchical correlation 
structure in the data with linear mixed-effects models to assess sig-
nificance (21) using the fitlme.m function in MATLAB, because 
every electrode contained multiple contacts, and all contacts were 
tested for each of the cue types. Hence, there were two random 
effects: the recording contacts and the penetrations, which were in-
cluded as random intercepts in the model. The two fixed effects 
were cue type (orientation-defined, phase-defined, and texture- 
defined figure) and the overall intercept (i.e., mean d-prime for the 
reference condition, which was one of the cue types). We obtained 
best model fits (as judged by a lower Akaike’s Information Criteria) 
if we included a random slope term for cue type grouped by pene-
tration. Differences between cue types were assessed by Bonferroni- 
corrected post hoc contrasts. To assess whether FGM was significant 
for each cue, we fit three separate linear mixed-effects models with 
a fixed intercept term and a random effect term for the penetration. 
As in previous studies, we estimated the latency of FGM by fitting a 
function (12) to the figure minus background response in a time 
window from 0 to 300 ms after stimulus onset. Briefly, the function 
is the sum of an exponentially modulated Gaussian and a cumula-
tive Gaussian, capturing the Gaussian onset of neural modulation 
across trials/neurons and the dissipation of modulation over time. 
The latency (small arrows in Fig. 2B) was defined as the (arbitrary) 
point in time at which the fitted function reached 33% of its maxi-
mum value. Statistical comparisons of latency estimates were per-
formed by bootstrapping. We selected a random set of recording 
sites (with replacement) 1000 times and recalculated the latency 
estimate for each resampled population.

Optogenetic silencing of V1 during task performance
For optogenetic silencing of V1 during behavior (Fig. 2, C to E), we 
injected five C57BL/6 mice (four males and one female) aged be-
tween 2 and 14 months with a cell-specific viral vector (AAV5-CaMKII- 
hGtACR2-eYFP) coding for the inhibitory GtACR2 opsin (22). The 
virus was cloned and produced in a custom preparation by Virovek 
Inc., Hayward, CA, USA based on the plasmid pFUGW-hGtACR2- 
EYFP, which was a gift from J. Spudich (Addgene plasmid #67877; 
http://n2t.net/addgene:67877 RRID: Addgene_67877). We injected a 
total of 150 nl per hemisphere (concentration of 3 × 1011 Genome 
copies (GC)/ml, three depths) in V1 at 2.7  mm lateral from the 
midline and 0.5  mm anterior of lambda. After 2 weeks, we at-
tached a head fixation bar to the skull and applied a thin layer of 
adhesive to the bone that clarifies the skull, a method referred to as 
the “clear skull cap” technique (28). After the adhesive dried, we 
applied a thin layer of transparent dental cement (C&B Super-Bond) 
on top. We added a small rim of dental cement to the outer edges of 
the skull cap to prevent growth of the skin over the area of interest 
and applied a thin layer of transparent nail polish (Electron Micros-
copy Sciences) to reduce light glare.

Once the animals performed the task consistently with an accu-
racy larger than 65%, we introduced trials in which neural activity 
in the visual cortex was inhibited by activating the opsin. We 
presented figure-ground stimuli on 75% of all trials and applied op-
togenetic silencing in a random 25% of those trials. We presented 
contrast-defined stimuli in 25% of all trials, and because the accura-
cy was high and stable, we increased the fraction of trials with opto-
genetic intervention up to 50% (we used the same trial ratios in 
control experiments in which the laser was not directed at V1; fig. 
S3, D and E). We used a DPSS Laser (BL473T3-100FC, Shanghai 

Lasers & Optics Century Co.) emitting blue light (wavelength, 473 nm) 
as a light source and directed the light to the cortex with a split optical 
fiber [2 × 2 coupler, 50:50, 200 m diameter, Ferrule Connector/
Physical Connector (FC/PC) to 1.25-mm ceramic ferrule; Thorlabs, 
Newton]. The two fiber ends were directed at the centers of area V1 in 
the two hemispheres. Optogenetic stimulation lasted for 2 s with a 
constant power of 10 mW at each fiber end. The laser power at the 
skull cap was 5.6 mW/mm2. The clear skull cap absorbs around 50% 
of the light (28) so that the effective laser power at the cortical surface 
was ~2.8 mW/mm2, a light level that does not cause measurable heating 
(74). The onset of stimulation was shifted relative to the onset of the 
visual stimulus in steps of 16.7 ms according to the frame rate of the 
screen. The time between stimulus onset and laser onset was 17, 33, 
50, 67, 83, 100, 150, or 200 ms. To remove spurious cues that might 
be caused by optogenetic stimulation, we placed a light shield around 
the head of the mouse to prevent light from the optogenetic stimu-
lation reaching the eye and presented blue light flashes at random 
times by driving a blue LED placed below the mouse’s head to flash 
every 0.5 to 1 s with an Arduino in all optogenetic experiments. We 
only included sessions in which the overall accuracy of the mice on 
laser off trials was above 70%. We used binomial tests (with Bonferroni 
correction) to examine whether performance was significantly above 
the chance level during trials with optogenetic manipulation and to 
test whether optogenetic inhibition impairs performance. To estimate 
the time at which the accuracy reached its half maximum, we fit a 
logistic function to the accuracy as a function of the laser onset 
latency using the Palamedes toolbox in MATLAB. We used boot-
strapping (1000 times) by sampling trials with replacement to deter-
mine the 95% confidence interval of the latency, defined as the time 
when accuracy was halfway between the earliest and latest V1 silencing 
time point (i.e., the inflection point of the fitted function).

Wide-field imaging
In the wide-field imaging experiments (Fig. 3), we included eight 
males and one female Thy1-5.17 GCaMP6f mice (27) aged between 
2 and 14 months. The skull of the animals was prepared with the 
clear skull cap technique (described above). We placed the mice 
under a wide-field fluorescence microscope (Axio Zoom.V16 
Zeiss/Caenotec) to image a large part of the cortical surface. Images 
were captured at 20 Hz by a high-speed scientific Complementary 
metal–oxide–semiconductor (sCMOS) camera (pco.edge 5.5) and 
recorded using the Encephalos software package (Caenotec). We mon-
itored the size and position of the right pupil (100-Hz sampling 
rate) and movements of the mouse with a piezo plate under the 
front paws of the mouse (100-Hz sampling rate) and removed trials 
with large body movements in a time window from the start of a 
trial until 350 ms after stimulus onset. We captured images of 
1600 × 1600 pixels (~15 m per pixel), down-sampled them to 400 × 
400 pixels, and applied a Gaussian filter smoothing kernel of 5 × 
5 pixels. We carried out a population RF mapping session [see 
below and (75)] to determine the borders of V1 and the HVAs, and 
we matched these areas to the Allen Brain common coordinate 
framework (fig. S5C). We computed the average F/F (relative to 
the baseline fluorescence in a 300-ms window before stimulus 
onset) of all pixels within an area. In the active task, trials were 
removed if (i) the mouse had a performance below 65% in a win-
dow of 15 trials, or (ii) the absolute z-score of F/F was larger than 
3.5 (removal of trials with artifacts). We measured FGM with the 
d-prime in a time window of 150 to 300 ms after stimulus onset, 
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averaged across both hemispheres. We assessed significance with 
repeated measures ANOVAs, testing the effect of area (V1, LM, AL, 
RL, A, AM, PM, RSP, M1, and M2), figure-ground cue (orientation 
and phase defined), or response type (hit, error, and passive) on 
d-prime. We carried out the passive viewing experiments before the 
start of training in the figure-ground task (N = 5). See tables S1 and 
S2 for information about the mice in this experiment.

Two-photon imaging of excitatory neurons
We carried out experiments with five Thy1 mice aged 2 to 6 months 
old, including both sexes (see table S2) to image the activity of excit-
atory neurons (Fig. 4). The animals were anesthetized and implanted 
with a head ring as described above. After 2 weeks of recovery, we 
mapped the retinotopy [see below and (75) for the pRF mapping 
method] to determine the boundaries of visual areas. These mice were 
additionally injected with AAV1-CaMKII-GCaMP6f-WPRE-SV40 
(Penn Vector Core, University of Pennsylvania, USA) in V1 (100 nl) 
and LM, AL, RL, AM, and PM (50 nl each) to enhance the GCaMP 
signal (concentration of 1012GC/ml, injection speed of 20 nl/min, 
across three depths). To implant cranial windows, we made a circu-
lar craniotomy with a diameter of 4 to 5 mm centered at 0.5 mm 
anterior to lambda and 2.5 lateral from the midline. The cranioto-
my was closed with a double-layered glass coverslip, with the outer 
glass resting on the skull and fixed with dental cement (Vivadent 
Tetric Evoflow). After 2 weeks, we habituated the mice to head 
immobilization, while they could run on a running belt under the 
two-photon microscope (Neurolabware). We imaged through a 
16× water immersion objective [Nikon, numerical aperture (NA) 
0.80] at 1.7× zoom at a depth of 120 to 300 m with a 15.7-Hz frame 
rate and a resolution of 512 x 764 pixels. We targeted V1 and other 
HVAs based on the retinotopic maps. A Ti-Sapphire femtosecond 
pulsed laser (MaiTai, Spectra Physics) was tuned to 920 nm for de-
livering excitation light. The power used varied between 20 and 
50 mW depending on the depth of the imaging plane. First, we 
mapped the RF locations of the neurons within the field of view. We 
presented 12° × 12° white (38 cd/m2) squares on a black background 
(0.05 cd/m2) in an area ranging from −18° to 78° horizontally 
and −21° to 51° vertically relative to the mouse’s nose. Each square 
was flashed twice for 166 ms with a blank interval of 166 ms, fol-
lowed by delay of 500 ms. The square at each location was presented 
20 times. We calculated RFs based on the response in a 500-ms 
window after stimulus onset. We fit a linear regression model to 
estimate the responses to the squares of the grid, regressing out the 
influence of running and the interaction between the visual stimu-
lus and running. We fit a circular 2D-Gaussian to the  values for 
every location to estimate the RF center and its full width at 
half-maximum response strength. We evaluated the quality of the 
fit using the r2 value and the BVI (see above; r2 of the Gaussian fit > 
0.33, BVI < 1.5). We excluded cells with large RFs (SD of Gaussian 
fit > 20°) and which were not well-centered on the figure (Euclidean 
distance from RF center to figure center of >25°). The population of 
VIP cells had larger RFs, and so, we included any cell with an RF 
size of less than 40°. The figure-ground stimuli contained a 50° 
figure with one of six different orientations (maximum luminance 
of 38 cd/m2 and minimum luminance of 0.05 cd/m2). The figure 
was presented 120 times at two positions on the screen (20 repeti-
tions per orientation), one centered on the RF location of a cluster 
of imaged cells, and the other at a distance of 55° from the RF 
center. The stimuli were presented in randomized order in blocks of 

48 trials for 0.5 s with an ITI of 2.5 s to allow enough time for decay 
of the calcium signal of the previous trial. We ensured that the stim-
ulus in the RF was identical, on average, in the figure and back-
ground conditions, as described in the Introduction. We used 
CAIMAN (76, 77) for preprocessing. We performed rigid motion 
correction for small shifts in the data due to motion of the animal, 
followed by the extraction of regions of interest (ROIs) and the 
F/F. ROI components found by the CNMF algorithm (76) were 
classified into neuronal compartments and noise using a Keras pre-
trained convolutional neural network classifier (CAIMAN MATLAB 
github library; https://github.com/flatironinstitute/CaImAn-MATLAB). 
We only included ROIs that belonged to cell bodies in the analysis. 
To generate population responses, we normalized the activity of 
each cell by subtracting baseline activity [time window, −325 to 0 ms 
(five frames) before stimulus onset] and dividing by the maximum 
of the average of the figure and ground conditions (time window, 
0 to 2 s). For statistical analysis, we took the average baseline correct-
ed F/F values in a window from 0.3 to 1.5 s after stimulus onset for 
each cell in the figure and ground conditions. The distribution of 
these values was positively skewed, and we therefore took the natu-
ral log transform of the average F/F values. Because the logarithm 
of negative values is undefined, we first removed cells with negative 
responses in either the figure or ground conditions. We removed 
outliers using an iterative multivariate outlier removal process. The 
Mahalanobis distance of each cell to the mean of the full distribu-
tion was calculated and z-scored. We removed cells for which the 
absolute z-score was greater than 3. If the maximum value of the 
preremoval z-score was greater than 6 (indicating the presence of 
an extreme outlier that may distort the calculation of the z-score), 
the process was repeated. This procedure removed less than 3% of 
cells. This outlier removal method was performed once for all the 
excitatory cell data from the different visual areas, after concatenat-
ing the data from each area. Similarly, the data from the different 
interneuron subclasses (described below) were concatenated to-
gether with the data from the excitatory cells in V1 before applying 
the outlier removal algorithm. The significance of the differences 
between figure and ground were first assessed using an omnibus 
linear mixed-effects model. Two models were analyzed, one for the 
data from the excitatory cells in different visual areas (i.e., the data 
shown in Fig. 4) and one for the data from different interneuron 
subclasses (including the excitatory cells in V1, i.e., the data in 
Fig. 6). The models contained two within-cell fixed effects terms 
{intercept [the mean log (F/F) in the background] and figure- 
ground condition} and one between-cell factor (either “visual area” 
or “cell class” depending on the model). The models also contained 
two random intercept terms for the cell identity and the imaging 
session in which the cell was recorded to account for any increased 
covariance between cells from the same imaging session. We also 
ran post hoc models for each visual area and cell class separately. 
These models contained two fixed effects (intercept and figure- 
ground condition) and two random intercept terms (cell identity 
and imaging session).

Electrophysiology with optogenetic inhibition of HVAs
The laminar electrophysiological recordings with optogenetic in-
hibition of HVAs (Fig.  5) were carried out in five male Tg 
(Thy1-GCaMP6f)GP5.17Dkim mice aged between 2 and 6 months. 
Surgical procedures were identical to those described above 
(under electrophysiology). We additionally applied a thin layer of 
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clarifying adhesive to the skull of the left hemisphere [clear skull 
cap (28)]. After 1 week of recovery, we used population RF map-
ping based on the GCaMPf expression (see pRF mapping below) 
to determine the borders between the visual areas. We targeted 
virus injections to HVAs based on these borders. We injected a 
total of 40 nl of AAV1- CaMKII-stGtACR2-FusionRed at each of 
the four locations, at a minimum distance of 500 m from the V1 
border (titer 1.5 × 1013, across three depths). The construct encoding 
soma-targeted GtACR2 (33) (pAAV-CKIIa-stGtACR2-FusionRed) 
was a gift from O. Yizhar (Addgene viral prep #105669-AAV1; http://
n2t.net/addgene:105669 RRID:Addgene_105669). We sealed the 
chamber with the biocompatible adhesive Kwik-Cast (World Preci-
sion Instruments). After 3 weeks, we made a craniotomy centered 
on the area of V1 with a population RF at 30° azimuth and 20° el-
evation. The mice were head-fixed on a treadmill, and we performed 
laminar recordings and RF mappings and placed figures as de-
scribed above (under electrophysiology). We activated the laser 
on 50% of the trials, randomly interleaved with the trials with-
out optogenetic inactivation. We used a DPSS Laser (BL473T3-
100FC, Shanghai Lasers & Optics Century Co.) emitting blue light 
(wavelength, 473 nm) as light source and directed the light to 
lateral and medial HVAs through a split optical fiber (2 × 2 cou-
pler, 50:50, 200-m thickness, FC/PC to 1.25-mm ceramic ferrule; 
Thorlabs, Newton). We adjusted the power such that it equaled 5 
mW at each fiber tip, resulting in an effective laser power of 
~2.8 mW/mm2 at the cortical surface, a light level that does not 
cause measurable heating (74). The laser was turned on 200 ms 
before onset of the visual stimulus and remained on for the entire 
duration of visual stimulation (500 ms) and was turned off 100 ms 
after stimulus offset. We normalized V1 activity to that in the figure 
and ground conditions without optogenetic intervention. We 
quantified FGM using d-prime as described above and removed 
extreme multivariate outliers (likely artifacts) by calculating the 
z-scored Mahalanobis distance of each recording site’s d-primelaser off 
and d-primelaser on values from the full distribution. Recording 
sites with values of greater than 2.58 were removed (approximately 
1% of recording sites). To estimate the significance of the laser- 
induced change in d-prime, we fit the data with a linear mixed- 
effects model containing two fixed effects (laser on/off and intercept, 
i.e., d-prime when the laser was off), two random intercept terms 
to account for covariability of data obtained from the same elec-
trode contact site and penetration and one random-slope term to 
account for the fact that the effect of the laser varied across pene-
trations (fig. S6D). The same model was used to assess the laser- 
induced change in peak response (mean normalized activity in 
a window from 0 to 100 ms after stimulus onset). Laser- induced 
changes in figure and ground activity were assessed with a post hoc 
test including a random intercept term for electrode penetration.

We calculated a surround suppression index (SSix) for each unit 
(n) to estimate the strength of surround suppression in a subset of 
these experiments in which we also recorded responses to sine-
wave gratings of 40° diameter centered on the RF (eight penetra-
tions and 109 recording sites)

  SSix(n ) =   CENT(n ) − SURR(n)  ────────────  SURR(n)    (3)

where CENT(n) is the average response of the unit to the 40° diam-
eter grating (time window, 0 to 0.5 s) and SURR(n) is the average 

response of the unit to a full-screen grating (we used background of 
the phase-defined stimulus). Units that are surround suppressed 
will have weaker responses to the full-screen stimulus and hence a 
positive index.

We then examined the relation between this index and the effect 
of inhibiting the HVAs on activity in V1 in a separate subset of 
trials. The effect of HVA silencing on activity elicited by the back-
ground was quantified with a feedback silencing index (FBix). We 
used the background conditions from the orientation and phase- 
defined figures, to exclude figure enhancement influences, as follows

  FBix(n ) =    GND  ON  (n ) −  GND  OFF  (n)  ───────────────   GND  OFF  (n)    (4)

where GNDON and GNDOFF are the average responses to the back-
ground of the orientation and phase-defined stimulus (time win-
dow, 0.1 to 0.5 s) when the HVAs were and were not inhibited, 
respectively. This index is positive if inhibiting the HVAs increases 
activity in V1. We assessed the significance of the relationship be-
tween SSix and FBix using a linear mixed effects model. We includ-
ed two fixed effects (the intercept and slope of the relationship) and 
one random intercept term to account for covariability of data 
recorded from the same penetration.
Two-photon imaging of inhibitory neurons
We carried out experiments with four VIP-Cre, five SOM-Cre, and 
four PV-Cre animals between 2 and 6 months old including both 
sexes (Fig. 6, A to K, and table S2). The animals were surgically pre-
pared as described above, and we injected a total of 200 to 300 nl of 
AAV9-CAG-flex-GCaMP6f-WPRE-SV40 (Penn Vector Core, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, USA) in right V1 (injection speed of 20 nl/min, 
across three depths). The craniotomy was sealed and the skin was 
sutured. Two weeks later, the animals underwent a second surgery 
to implant a head ring for immobilization and a cranial window to 
allow imaging of neuronal activity (see description of two-photon 
imaging method above). After 2 weeks, we habituated the mice to 
head immobilization while they could run on a running belt under 
the two-photon microscope. We mapped the RF of the neurons, 
presented figure-ground displays, and analyzed the data as de-
scribed above.
Electrophysiology with optogenetic inhibition of VIP neurons
The laminar electrophysiological recordings with optogenetic inhi-
bition of VIP neurons (Fig. 6, L to N) were carried out in three 
VIP-Cre mice (one male and two females) aged between 2 and 
6 months. We targeted virus injections to left V1 (2.7 mm lateral from 
the midline, 0.5 mm anterior of lambda). We injected a total of 
90 nl of AAV1-hSyn-SIO-stGtACR2-FusionRed (titer 1 × 1013 GC/
ml, across three depths). The virus was a gift from O. Yizhar, Ad-
dgene viral prep #105677-AAV1. We allowed the virus to be 
expressed for 3 weeks before performing the electrophysiological 
experiments. To test the efficacy of the approach, we first inhibited 
VIP neurons in a condition with only the center grating in the RF 
and observed that silencing decreased visually evoked activity in V1 
but that it did not influence spontaneous activity levels (fig. S7). In 
the main experiment with figure-ground stimuli, we activated the 
laser on 50% of the trials with a constant power of 2.83 mW/mm2 
directed at the V1 recording site through an optical fiber (200-m 
thickness, FC/PC to 1.25-mm ceramic ferrule; Thorlabs, Newton). 
The laser was turned on 250 ms after onset of the visual stimulus 
and was turned off 100 ms after stimulus offset. We tested the 
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influence of optogenetic inhibition of VIP neurons on FGM in V1 
using the same statistics as described in the section on the optoge-
netic inhibition of HVAs above.
Histology
To examine virus expression, we deeply anesthetized the mice with 
Nembutal and transcardially perfused them with phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. We 
extracted the brain and post-fixated it overnight in 4% PFA before 
moving it to a PBS solution. We cut the brains into 50-m-thick 
coronal slices and mounted them on glass slides. We imaged the 
slices on a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope (5× objective, Zeiss Plan- 
Apochromat, 0.16 NA) using custom-written Image-Pro Plus soft-
ware and aligned the images to the Paxinos and Franklin adult 
mouse brain atlas (78). To determine the location of virus expres-
sion relative to the position of cortical visual areas, we imaged the 
intact ex vivo brains of M27-M31 with a wide-field microscope, 
averaging across 100 fluorescent images with an RFP filter using 
ThorCam (Thorlabs) software. To improve the signal-to-noise 
ratio, we normalized the contrast of individual images before aver-
aging 100 images, corrected for unequal illumination by subtracting 
the blue channel from the red channel (FusionRed fluorescence), 
and smoothed the result with a 3 × 3 median filter. We used the 
population RF mapping data to determine the border of area V1 
and used a bright-field image of the same field of view to visualize 
the blood vessel pattern and coregistered the loci of virus expression 
to the V1 border based on this blood vessel pattern (Fig. 5B).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/27/eabe1833/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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